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I attach special importance to this responsibility and
appreciate the opportunity to deliver these keynote
comments. We are here to discuss a very important
and always controversial subject . The first Eastern
Wildlife Damage Control Conference provides a
unique opportunity for all of us to constructively
influence the future direction as well as the
professional and public perception of this important
wildlife management activity .
Wildlife damage control has been practiced since
colonial times - and before - by the Powatan and other
Indians, to prevent damage by blackbirds. Now, after
several hundred years, this first Eastern Meeting
provides the opportunity to set the future tone, to focus
attention - a new beginning, if you will. It is indeed a
significant event.
The state members of the International Association
have a direct interest in and responsibility for the
conduct of wildlife damage control programs in their
respective states ; and they are cooperators with the
Fish and Wildlife Service and other agencies .
And, I must add that I have a long personal interest as
I had principal staff responsibility for this work with
the Fish and Wildlife Service for about nine vears-a
period of change , bitter controversy and emo.tionalism .
Some of you were also involved in that stormy time .
So, like the Marine said when reporting in to St. Peter ,
"Sir, I have done my stint in hell."
Seriously, much progress has been made since those
days in some areas ; also some setbacks. Some tools
have been lost. There have also been losses in
c'redibility and support. Much remains to be done; and,
my interest remains undiminished .
For those who may not be familiar, let me briefly
describe the International Association of Fish and
Wildlife Agencies.
The International Association, established in 1902,
consists of the state, provincial and federal fish and
wildlife agencies of the United States, Puerto Rico,
Canada, and Mexico. All fiftv states are members .
One goal is to encourage professional, rational and
balanced resource management . Most of the staff
work and policy positions of the Association are
developed by professional committees with
representation from state and federal agencies and
private organizations . One is the long standing
Animal Damage Control Policy Committee . The

Association has consistently supported responsible,
cooperative programs and the a vailabilitv of the
necessary tools to carry them out. I belie~e the reasons
for our strong interest are quite apparent.
Why is the subject important? Quite simply , because
it relates to the production of food and fiber , the
prevention of disease - and, the future we II being of
wildlife resources . What is the issue? Again. it is
quite simple . Wildlife often causes problems and the
affected interests expect relief. And the demands for
damage control will increase as competition for land
intensifies.

If the rationale is so simple, if it is necessary to protect
man 's interest, we might ask : why has it been and
continues to be such a controversial and emotional
subject?
In lake rehabilitation work toxicants are used to
reduce undesirable fish populations for the benefit of
more desirable species. We rarely hear an objection.
And what American home does not have pesticides to
control roaches, ants, flies; or, perhaps a flea collar for
the family dog? Rats and mice are certainly
unwelcome visitors . And some ardent wildlifers have
a continuing battle with squirrels, chipmunks, moles
and some of the ·less attractive of our feathered friends .
I would hazard a guess that even among the most avid
protectionists we have a few "closet controllers ."
But let us move to control furbearing animals or
reduce bird populations which may threaten airport
safety or midwest corn crops, and we are immediatelv
threatened with preventive regulations or legislatio~,
legal actions, and well organized propaganda
campaigns utilizing every form of ma ss media
communications .
The late Dr . Justin Leonard of ~ichigan summed it up
very well when he facetiously observed that insects
and fish don't look at us , blink, or whimper . And , as
former Deputy Director Abe Tunison of the Fish and
Wildlife Service commented about coyotes, that we·re
dealing with a close relative of man 's best and longest
friend . Additionally, there are those who find it
repugnant to kill wildlife , whether it is with traps ,
other mechanical means , or toxicants . Some are
opposed to recreational hunting . Others are even
opposed to the application of any management
measure.
It matters little that some of these feelings or
perceptions are emotional - without logic or reason. It
matters little that the controversv is fanned and fueled
again and again by some environ~ental organizations
and the news media generally.

Aside from the protectionist zealots, there is a bloc of
very legitimate public opinion that finds control to be
repugnant . That view must be recognized.

bald eagle, sa ving the wetlands, saving the whooping
crane , passing clean air and clear water legislation,
and conducting research. Wildlife management must
he more than a noble crusade. It must inciude a
willingness to deal with the less attractive side of
wildlife management and acknowledge that there are
times and situations when wildlife becomes
detrimental - sometimes even dangerous - to the
interests of society.

The fact is that the public perception of animal
damage control work and the perennial opposition is a
reality, as real as any other element of the
environment . We recognize ecological considerations
when planning for damage control work. We recognize
the economics or the impact that damage has upon
individual, local and state economies . We recognize
cost effective considerations . We recognize the need
for compliance with policy and with local, state and
federal laws and regulations. These factors are all
taken into account during planning. I think we must
also recognize the emotional and controversial aspects
as a fact of life - something that will al ways he with
us.

Wildlife damage control cannot be separated from the
practice of wildlife management or the conduct of
wildlife research nor from the other functions of state
and federal fish and wildlife agencies. Borne of
frustration and disappointment over a long period of
time, efforts have been made to transfer wildlife
damage control activities to state departments of
agriculture and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
This is wrong - not because the respective state and
federal agricultural organizations might not do a
competent job or that they wouldn't be guided by the
:-;ame regulations and subject to the same pressures . It
would be wrong because wildlife would be relegated to
the status of a liability - a pest, instead of being
managed as an asset .

I believe the visible. very vocal and strident opposition
has abated somewhat and may have less credibility in
administrative and legislative circles and with the
public. On the other hand, it may well be more
effective because it is better funded, better organized
and uses the legislative and judicial processes as never
before and continues to make very telling use of a
generally willing media. Anti-trapping legislation has
been introduced in several states and will be
considered by the Congress. The Environmental
Protection Agency is now reviewing a number of
toxicants. And crusades have already been launched
in an attempt to influence those decisions.

The advocates of such a transfer are thinking mainly
of coyotes, blackbirds, starlings, and field rodents.
What is forgotten in the frustration and in the heat of
debate and the desire and need for effective control
programs is that we are talking about virtually every
form of wildlife at one time or another. This includes
waterfowl, song birds, protected birds, and protected yes, even endangered mammals . [ think we, as
professionals, are not ready to classify wildlife as pests
simply because they sometimes get in trouble. We and I speak for the International Association - are not
ready to abdicate our responsibility.

None of this is new, especially to the practitioners of
wildlife damage control. You are painfully aware of
opposition. But the question remains: how do we deal
with it? How can we counter it? How can we continue
to practice needed animal damage control activities in
the face of strong opposition, restrictive regulations
and limiting legislation?

One of the best ways to remove the temptation to
transfer responsibility from the fish and wildlife
agencies is for those state and federal agencie s to do a
competent, responsible and acceptable job of control in other words - to accept their responsibilities and to
discharge them in a way that provides a reasonable
level of protection and in a manner that is professional
and ecologically defensible. And, I believe this to be
very important - that they do it without apology ,
without excuses. Regretably, the Department of the
Interior and the Fish and Wildlife Service, along with
a number of states, have too often viewed animal
damage control as nothing but a political liability something to be avoided, or at least to be treated with
benign neglect. The surest way to satisfy most
interests and constituents is to conduct the program in
a responsible, acceptable and professional manner .

It is not sufficient to attempt to fight fire with fire and
I believe that the advocates or spokesmen who rely
principally on rhetoric and sarcasm do the cause a
disservice. There is only one long term solution, and
that is to continue to professionalize the practice of
wildlife damage control. '.\fow, that is a rather glib and
easy generalization - and, it can be used either by the
practitioners or the opponents. But , there are a
number of very specific steps that can and should be
taken.
First, we must continue to express and defend the
philosophy that wildlife damage prevention or control
is a function of wildlife management. Like law
enforcement, land acquisition, research and
protection, control is one of several practices necessary
to responsible and successful management of wildlife
resources and their habitat. Responsible fish and
wildlife management recognizes the need to manage or
regulate animal numbers when those numbers are in
surplus or when damage is caused to other interests of
man. Successful management protects and enhances .
It must also be willing to regulate. Responsible
wildlife management must he more than saving the

We sorely need to improve the status, stature, and
prestige of those engaged in wildlife damage control
work; and, to accord them the same respectability that
those engaged in other aspects of wildlife management
now enjoy. Here is where the universities could
perform a very fine and necessary function . Academia
must accept its share of the responsibility for the

.,

plight of wildlife damage control work of the last
several decades . Too many ofour wildlife schools have
been in the forefront with unsubstantiated criticisms
ofboth the need for, and the conduct of, wildlife
damage control activities. Yet, a review of college
catalogs will reveal precious few which offer training
and course work to prepare the graduate for what is
certain to be one of his wildlife management
responsibilities . Also, few conduct or encourage
research into this area where research is so essential.
Our colleges and universities can perform a fine
resource service by recognizing that the prevention or
control of damage caused by wildlife is part of sound
resource management and by offering courses and
encouraging research .

In closing my comments , let me repeat a favorite
quote. In closing a symposium held at the Royal
Geographic Society in London, Chairman V.C. WynneEdwards ( 1968:240) I said in part, "Given enough
knowledge, rational decisions can be taken but if
people blindly take sides on questions of ... control as a
matter of principle, and insist on forcing the issue one
way or the other by trial of strength , the decisions
reached must necessarily be political decisions and
they may do quite unnecessary harm or injustice to the
least appreciated interest on the others ide ." I think
this is a good thought on which to open this
Conference.

Along this line, I would like to compliment and
commend Cornell University, the Cooperative
Extension Service and its cooperators for sponsoring
and hosting this First Eastern Meeting . Its
sponsorship gives the kind of prestige and recognition
so sorely needed from academia.

I Wynne-Edwards, V.C. 1968. Chairman' s conclusion .
The problems of birds as pests . Academic Press Inc.,
New York, NY. 254 pp.

In addition to academic or formal education, clearly we
need to develop educational materials for both young
people and adults if we are to improve the pubic
understanding of the need for and the methodology of
damage control.
A major portion of the burden of professionalization,
however, must rest upon those who are either engaged
in or administer wildlife damage control activities.
We must be certain that we apply control measures
only when necessary and where needed and only to
accomplish specific management objectives - never
simply to reduce a population; and, always using the
most efficient and humane methods available. And
we, above all others, must encourage research and
studies into the economics of depredations, improved
methodologies for control, the biological implications
of control and a continued search for more humane
methods.
At the same time we must project a new image and it
should not be done defensively or reactively but
through positive planning on how to put our best foot
forward . We must welcome public involvement rather
than shunning or ignoring or considering it a
necessary evil. Whether we like it or not and
regardless of whether it always results in the best kind
of decision making, we must recognize that public
involvement is here to stay and should be used to
further resource goals. The best defense - the best
rationale for wildlife damage control programs - is a
sound, professional, defensible, well planned, properly
conducted, and well articulated program.
It is gratifying indeed to note the broad coverage of
this conference, the titles of the papers, the categories
being addressed and the competence of the
participants . Collectively it is indicative of the
increasing sophistication and professionalization of
the wildlife damage control mission .

Thank you .

